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...we began to work on the catalogue, in which twenty well-
known Latvian writers of children’s literature were asked to 
write a chapter about a HORSE. The authors of these stories 
were then paired with twenty talented illustrators. We decided 
to do a little experiment – it is not often that authors and 
illustrators find each other by lottery. To be honest, we relied 
on the professionalism of everyone involved. If there is one art 
where it is crucial for artists to collaborate and consider the 
emotions of their counterparts, then it is the art of children’s 
book illustration.
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Ever since we chose the HORSE to be the 
common theme of this catalogue, I started 
to notice more and more of them around 
me. It never occurred to me how regularly 
HORSES – which we don’t see too often in 
the city streets any more – still appear in our 
everyday language, names and titles, works 
of literature and art, urban architecture, 
fashion, etc.
 The HORSE is a universal symbol of 
freedom: liberation from shackles, personal 
growth, ascent to maturity, and a balance 
between freedom and willpower. In fairy tales, 
HORSES are often believed to have magical 
abilities, but they also have superpowers 
in the literal sense – they have a strength 
that humans lack. HORSES have highly-
developed senses of hearing, smell, touch, 
and – their entire nervous system in general. 
They have an outstanding memory and 
excellent spatial orientation skills. A HORSE 
can obey without losing its dignity, and still 
retain mutual respect. A HORSE’s obedience 
is not submission.
 HORSES are gifted with great 
endurance; they are, however, susceptible 
to the environment and illness, and demand 
great care. A HORSE’s hoof mainly touches 
the ground at just a single point, but if its toe 
is injured, the HORSE is rendered helpless. 
HORSES can be capricious and stubborn, 
and so should be tamed attentively – at first 
earning the animal’s trust gradually, and only 
then introducing them to the harness.
 A person’s social status is largely based 
on how fast he can move, think and react. 
Even in the 20th century, a household’s wealth 
was determined by the number of HORSES 
they kept. In modern times, they have been 
replaced by technical devices and cars, and this 
transition has also marked a significant shift in 
how we think and how we perceive the world. 
A car seems to stand in for a HORSE, but its 
owner is autonomous and overly demanding. 
This relationship lacks mutual cooperation, 
understanding and interdependence. In the 
six thousand years of shared history between 
people and horses, the HORSE probably 
taught us what we now call humanity.
 With this in mind, we began to work on 
the catalogue, in which twenty well-known 
Latvian writers of children’s literature were 
asked to write a chapter about a HORSE. 
The authors of these stories were then 

INTRODUCTION paired with twenty talented illustrators. We 
decided to do a little experiment – it is not 
often that authors and illustrators find each 
other by lottery. To be honest, we relied on 
the professionalism of everyone involved. If 
there is one art where it is crucial for artists 
to collaborate and consider the emotions 
of their counterparts, then it is the art of 
children’s book illustration. It is the art of 
respecting a way of thinking very different 
from yours: your young readers’. How many 
other activities are based on anticipating what 
your partner’s next step will be – dance, duet, 
synchronized swimming, piano four hands?
 As it turns out, in Old Norse and 
Germanic writings, ‘Ehwaz’, or the Horse rune, 
is ascribed magical traits invoking teamwork 
and mutual trust. It is shaped like the letter 
‘M’, or the number ‘1’ and its mirror image, 
or two HORSE silhouettes with their noses 
touching, or two symmetrical HORSE ears.
 In the chapters of this book, twenty 
writers and twenty artists tell us about their 
HORSES – individual, but in some ways 
similar. For one of them, a HORSE is the 
inner voice talking during the night; for 
another, it is the hidden true “self”; for 
yet another, it is longing and dreams, or 
uncontrollable, galloping thoughts that arrive 
in the shape of a HORSE each time they play 
the piano. For some a HORSE might mean 
serious responsibility, conscientiousness and, 
occasionally, great exhaustion. A HORSE 
can be fear, jokes, fairy tales, fantastical 
creatures living in your backyard, the endless 
horizon of an American Western, or a 
distant twinkling star of strength. This book 
combines various styles and approaches while 
reaching into the unknown in an attempt to 
lure the HORSE out, so that it follows its 
master, calm and dignified.

On behalf of the team of editors –

Santa Remere
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AUTHORS
Uldis Auseklis
Uldis Auseklis (1941) is a Latvian poet and publisher, 
the founder of annual children’s poetry almanac Garā 
pupa and author of more than 40 books. His light-filled 
poetry and fairy tales are considered the golden classics 
of Latvian children’s literature. For the last twenty years, 
the main character of his works, a cat named Francis has 
been indistinguishable from his author’s personality. 
His poems have been awarded the Pastariņš Prize (1997), 
nominated for the International Jānis Baltvilks Prize 
(2014) and turned into more than a hundred songs.

Pauls Bankovskis
Pauls Bankovskis (1973) is a writer, journalist one of the 
most prolific Latvian authors of the middle generation. 
He has published ten novels, several collections of short 
stories, books and works of non-fiction. His focus tends 
to shift from Latvian history, its myths and legends to 
the realities of the recent Soviet past. In 2007, he was 
awarded the International Jānis Baltvilks Prize for his 
children’s book, The Tiny-Noggins’ Play House/ Mazgalvīši 

spēlē mājās (Liels un mazs, 2007).

Ērika Bērziņa
Ērika Bērziņa (1977) is a mother of three and editor-
in-chief of family childcare magazine Mans Mazais. 
She has regularly published her poems in Latvian 
periodicals, taken part in many poetry readings and is 
now working on her first poetry collection for children 
Mammas dzejoļi/ Mommy’s Poems. She is also known as 
the organizer and patroness of the legendary literary 
excursion Walk with Poets that has taken place every 
September in Riga since 2004.

Leons Briedis
Leons Briedis (1949) is a poet, novelist, essayist, 
literary critic and publisher, as well as a translator of 
various important works of prose and poetry from 
Latin, Russian, English, Romance languages, Swahili, 
Albanian and other languages. Besides the tens of books 
of poetry and prose of his own, he has also compiled 
the bulky and impressive Anthology of 20th century 
Spanish poetry, and is the author of many essays, 
articles, lyrics for well known songs, librettos, and plays. 
He has been nominated for countless honours and 
awards, and most recently, in 2015, received the Annual 
Latvian Literary Award for lifelong contribution.

Rasa Bugavičute-Pēce
Rasa Bugavičute-Pēce (1988) is a playwright who often 
tries her hand at different types of writing. Her plays 
and dramatizations have been showcased in all Latvian 
theatres and received several awards, including Latvian 
Dramaturgs’ Guild’s award 2012. In 2016, she published 
her first children’s book Mans vārds ir Klimpa, un man 

patīk viss/ My name is Gnocchi, and I like everything 
(Lietusdārzs, 2016) which was well received by readers 
and critics alike.

Māra Cielēna
Māra Cielēna (1954) is a writer who has published 
more than forty books of poetry and prose, mostly for 
children. With her positive intonation and affectionate 
characters, she immediately captivates the smallest 
readers’ attention. Her books were awarded the 
International Jānis Baltvilks Prize in 2006 and 2011, 
several national awards, and were nominated for the 
Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award in 2015 and 2016. She 
is on the IBBY Honor List (2000 and 2012). Many of her 
works have been translated into English, German, and 
Russian.

Maira Dobele
Maira Dobele (1976) is a Latvian writer, journalist and 
filmmaker based in Finland. She was awarded the 
Latvian Annual Literature Award 2009 in children’s 
literature for her first book Nepareizas dzīves skola/ 

School of living wrong (Liels un mazs, 2008) – a collection 
of tragicomic episodes about a teenage girl’s sexual 
awakening and first emotional storms. Among her 
current projects are a new children’s book: a story 
about an autistic girl growing up between two different 
cultures and divorced parents, and Recycling4Poetry: a 
series of experimental 8mm short films processed in 
organic caffenol and filled up with Latvian poetry.

Ieva Flamingo
Ieva Flamingo (pen name of Ieva Samauska (1969)) is 
a children’s literature author whose heart-warming 
stories, poems and fairy-tales often focus on how to 
create loving and understanding relationships both in 
family and society. The author of more than 20 books 
enjoys meeting her young readers in public readings. 
Her books have been nominated several times for the 
Annual Latvian Literary Award, the International 
Jānis Baltvilks Prize and awarded the Pastariņš Prize 
2015. The story Eņģelītis/ Little Angel (Zvaigzne ABC, 
2008) was highly praised by children’s jury in 2010. 
Samauska’s first collection of lyrical poems Kā uzburt 

sniegu/ How To Conjure Up Snow (Liels un mazs, 2006) 
was staged at the Latvian National Theatre.

Inga Gaile
Inga Gaile (1976) is a poet, writer, playwright, stand-up 
artist and theatre director. She is the author of four 
poetry collections and a collection of children’s poetry. 
With her peculiar humour, the author explores the 
inner states of being, her own experiences, everyday 
lives of women and stigmatized groups of society 
while promoting equal rights. She has won several 
awards, including The Annual Latvian Literary Award 
in children’s literature category in 2015. Her first 
historical novel Stikli/ Glass shards was published by 
Dienas Grāmata in 2016.
  

Jānis Joņevs
Jānis Joņevs (1980) is a prose writer. His first novel 
Jelgava ‘94 (Mansards, 2013) immediately became a hit 
and was chosen among the 100 most favourite Latvian 
books of all times. The novel represents the generation 
which experienced their youth in the nineties when 
Latvia had just regained independence. He also writes 
short stories, especially for children. In 2014, the 
publishing house Liels un mazs published his book for 
the smallest children Slepenie svētki/ Secret Celebration.

Juris Kronbergs
Juris Kronbergs (1946) is a Sweden-born Latvian 
poet and translator. He writes poetry in Swedish and 
Latvian, as well as translates literature from and into 
Latvian and Swedish. One of his most well-reviewed 
and popular books, the poetry collection Wolf One-Eye/ 

Vilks Vienacis (Minerva, 1996), was awarded the Latvian 
Writers’ Union Prize of 1997. Kronbergs’ poetry has 
been translated into more than 20 languages.

Ieva Melgalve
Ieva Melgalve (1981) appeared on the Latvian literary 
scene with a bang in 1996, by writing a rebellious 
f lash fiction piece Definitions/ Definīcijas. Now, she is 
a recognized science fiction and fantasy writer. Her 
novel Mirušie nepiedod/ Dead Don’t Forgive and middle 
grade fantasy book Zvaigzne, Bulta un Laī/ Arrow, Star 

and Laee (Zvaigzne ABC) were nominated for Annual 
Latvian Literary Award. For several years, she has been 
leading a fiction writing workshop at Literary Academy 
in Riga. Currently, she is working on a science-inspired 
mystery novel and several children’s books.

Luīze Pastore
Luīze Pastore (1986) is the author of eight prose books 
for children. The latter five book series Mākslas 

detektīvi/ Art Detectives (Neputns) – adventurous 
detective stories about Latvian artists – help school-age 
youngsters get in touch with the canonical Latvian art. 
She has two times received the Annual Latvian 
Literary Award (2013 and 2015) and the International 
Jānis Baltvilks Prize in 2015. Her book The Invisible Man 
(from The Art Detectives series) was selected for The 
White Raven 2016 list.

Ilmārs Šlāpins
Ilmārs Šlāpins (1968) is a well-known publicist, 
literary figure, philosopher, and translator. In his 
poetry for children he never avoids serious subjects 
and multiform irony. Due to his light-hearted poetic 
intonation and easy rhythm, it is almost impossible to 
distinguish which poems are for the adults or children 
only. His poem Es tiešām gribu sunīti/ I truly want a 

little dog was included in the compilation of a hundred 
Latvian children’s poems Bikibuks/ Bicki-buck (Liels 
un mazs, 2016), others were published in the annual 
children’s poetry almanacs Garā pupa/ The Beanstalk 
(2014, 2015, 2016).

Daina Tabūna
Daina Tabūna (1985) is a Latvian prose writer. Her 
talented and contemporary coming-of-age short story 
collection Pirmā reize/ The First Time (Mansards, 2014) 
was nominated for the Annual Latvian Literary Award 
2014 as the best debut of the year. She is the winner of 
the annual Prose Readings Festival 2016. Three of her 
stories under the name The Secret Box will be published 
as part of the Emma Press Pamphlets (UK) series in 
2017.



Sergej Timofejev
Sergej Timofejev (1970) is a poet, journalist, translator 
and DJ. The author of seven poetry collections writes 
in Russian and mixes modern poetry with other art-
forms and media. He was among the first in the post-
soviet cultural space to invent the genre of poetry-
video and he is one of the founders of multimedia 
poetry project Orbita – a creative group of poets and 
artists. He is also the laureate of the Annual Prose 
Readings Festival 2016.

Kārlis Vērdiņš
Kārlis Vērdiņš (1979) is a Latvian poet, literary scholar 
and the author of six collections of poetry. He has 
been called “the most honest Latvian poet of his 
generation”, and his poems reveal uncomfortable 
truths in a piercing, playful and highly relatable 
way. His poem Come to Me was listed by Southbank 
Centre among 50 greatest modern love poems of our 
day. He has written two collections of poems for 
children – Burtiņu zupa/ Alphabet Soup (Liels un mazs, 
2007), and Daddy/ Tētis (Liels un mazs, 2016), which was 
awarded the International Jānis Baltvilks Prize 2016.

Māra Zālīte
Māra Zālīte (1952) is an influential Latvian poet, 
playwright, essayist, political commentator and 
cultural worker whose books touch upon social issues, 
Latvian history and folklore, discuss morality and offer 
a balanced critique of the Soviet regime. Her works 
are well received by young readers and have been 
translated into English, French, Russian, German and 
other languages. Being a winner of countless literary 
awards, Māra Zālīte is also an honorary member of 
the Academy of Sciences and holds many other titles 
testifying her significant involvement in Latvian 
culture.
 

Inese Zandere
Inese Zandere (1958) is a Latvian poet, author, editor, 
as well as an author and publisher of children’s books. 
She has written more than 20 books for children 
and is actively involved in projects connected to 
children’s literature and cultural education. Her 
musical and cheerful writing, considered quite serious 
and philosophical at the same time, is often awarded 
important literary prizes, including the Annual Latvian 
Literature Award. Four of Zandere’s books were 
included into the IBBY List of Honour. Her poems 
have been translated into more than ten languages, and 
the short stories are adapted into colourful animation 
films (Shammies, 2010).

ILLUSTRATORS
Elīna Brasliņa
Elīna Brasliņa (1988) is an award-winning young Latvian 
illustrator who has 13 books to her name. Her various 
eccentric characters and light-hearted irony gained 
almost instant popularity and recognition. Books 
illustrated by Brasliņa have won Zelta Ābele National 
Prize for Book Art two years in a row and Jānis Baltvilks 
Prize for her successful début in children’s book art 
(2014). She has also made her international début in 
2016 with illustrations for Kate Wakeling’s collection of 
children’s poems Moon Juice (Emma Press, 2016).
ELINABRASLINA.COM

Rūta Briede
Rūta Briede (1984) is an illustrator, cartoonist and 
lecturer in the Art Academy of Latvia. She is known as 
the author of the concept and horned doodle logo of 
the popular compilation of a hundred Latvian children’s 
poems Bikibuks/ Bicki-buck (Liels un mazs). Briede’s 
comics have appeared in local magazines kuš! and š!, 
and abroad in Crachoir, FinEst, Naturegraffix. She has 
participated in “L’Europe se dessine” at the Angouleme 
comics festival and awarded the International Jānis 
Baltvilks Prize for the design of Bicki-buck.
RUTABRIEDE.LV

Edmunds Jansons
Edmunds Jansons (1972) is a children’s book illustrator 
and animation film director who works with a big 
variation of genres and techniques – drawing, sand 
animation, animation with charcoal, puppet and 
cut out animation. His studio Atom Art tends to be 
a platform for young talented animators and their 
experiments. His eight animation films have been 
screened and awarded all over the world. He is on IBBY 
Honour List 2010 and his books Brīnumbēbīša gads/ Year 

of the wonderbaby, (Liels un mazs, 2008) and Kaka un 

pavasaris/ Poop and Springtime (Liels un mazs, 2012) have 
been awarded the International Jānis Baltvilks Prize.

Ernests Kļaviņš
Ernests Kļaviņš (1977) has studied painting, but is 
mainly known to the audience as a political caricaturist 
who works for the weekly magazine Ir. In parallel, he 
also works as a conceptual artist trying his hand in 
sculpture, animation, comic art etc. His works are often 
perceived as social criticism, even though he considers 
them as joyful scenes from everyday life.

Maija Kurševa
Maija Kurševa (1981) is a masterly illustrator, teller 
of absurd stories and enfant terrible of the Latvian art 
scene. Taking an active part in artist collective Popper 

Publishing and organizing Riga Zine Fest, she is also 
teaching illustration, composition and silkscreen at 
the Art Academy of Latvia. Her savage and illustrative 
artworks are highly appreciated by the youngest 
audience, confirming the similarity between the 
worldview of the artists and children. Since 2004, 
Kurševa has participated in exhibitions in Latvia and 
abroad, and her installation Dzīvesprieks/ Joviality was 
nominated for the Purvītis Prize( 2016).
KURSEVA.COM

Pēteris Līdaka
Peteris Lidaka (1978) is an artist who works in a wide 
range of disciplines such as illustration, sculpture, 
animation, art direction. Rich in visionary imaginings, 
always playful, bright and surreal, his expressive 
drawings and kinetic artworks catch one’s ability to 
fantasize about abstract landscapes and parallel worlds. 
His illustrations are published in such magazines as Un 

Sedicesimo, Popper, Benji Knewman, City Visions, Loop etc. 
He is also one of the illustrators of the Bikibuks/ BICKI-

BUCK series (Liels un mazs).
PETERISLIDAKA.COM

Rebeka Lukošus
Rebeka Lukošus (1995) is studying painting in the Art 
Academy of Latvia and successfully taking her first 
steps in book illustration. The author of illustrations 
for children’s poem Iedomīgā radiniece/ The Arrogant 

cousin in Bikibuks/ BICKI-BUCK series (Liels un mazs, 
2015) is taking part in such projects as Poetry in 10x10 

centimetres, Printmaker Calendar 2016 etc. She is working 
with oil pastels, adding some pencil-drawn lines to 
the colourful chaos. Her charming characters always 
possess personal and symbolic details.
REBEKALUKOSUS.TUMBLR.COM

Juris Zvirgzdiņš
Juris Zvirgzdiņš (1941) stands out in Latvian literary 
scene with his educational books for children on 
subjects such as the history of Riga, the National 
library, music history and so on. The collector of 
toys and author of more than twenty books masterly 
intertwines documentary with fantasy, and for this 
reason, is dearly loved by children. His works have 
received many awards, and have been translated into 
several languages. His book Mufa: stāsts par Āfrikas 

balto degunradzēnu/ Muffa: Story of the White Baby 

Rhinoceros (Liels un mazs, 2011) was included in the 
prestigious White Ravens Catalogue in 2012.



Liene Mackus
Liene Mackus (1984) is a sculptor and animator who 
usually works with plasticine animation she herself 
calls the moving sculpture. Her début in children’s 
book art – illustrations for a children’s poem in the 
Bikibuks/ BICKI-BUCK series (Liels un mazs) were 
nominated for the International Jānis Baltvilks Prize 
(2016). The artist often pays attention to the social 
theme, but analyzes it from a distance and with lots 
of unconditional love. She is also the nominee for the 
Purvītis Prize in Arts and author of an extraordinary 
environmental art object in Riga – a bench called Riga’s 

Lion (2015).
FACEBOOK.COM/MACKUSLIENE

Anete Melece
Anete Melece (1983) is a Latvian illustrator, animation 
artist and director whose works stand out with witty 
details, charming characters and sincere stories. 
Currently based in Switzerland, she has published 
her illustrations in magazines such as kuš!, Strapzin, 

Internationale etc. Her animation films have received 
awards at multiple international film festivals, 
including Swiss Film Award for the Best Animation 
Film in 2014 for the film Kiosk (2013). Her recent film 
Analysis Paralysis (2016) has qualified for the Academy 
Awards’ Best Animated Short Film.
ANETEMELECE.LV

Gundega Muzikante
Gundega Muzikante (1964) stands out in the family 
of Latvian illustrators with her particular matted, 
f luffy looking colouring, windy motion and fantastic 
machines with a vintage touch. The illustrator of more 
than 20 children’s books has participated in many 
international exhibitions: Biennial of Illustration 
Bratislava, Golden Pen of Belgrade, Biennial of 
European Illustration in Japan etc. She has received a 
number of local prizes, including The Most Beautiful 
Book of the Year (1995, 1997, 1998, 2000), Illustrator 
of the Year (2002), the International Jānis Baltvilks 
Prize (2014) a.o. Her works were included in the 
IBBY Honour List 2016 and nominated for the Hans 
Christian Andersen Award (2016).

Juris Petraškevičs
Juris Petraškevičs (1953) is a visual artist with a sense 
of creative freedom and artistic lightness. He is one 
of the most authoritative figures in Latvian book 
design - a professor of the Graphic Art Department 
who has contributed to the formation of a whole new 
generation of book illustrators. Recognized as the 
Year’s Best Artist 2001, he has also received the Annual 
Prize for Book Publishing (in 2001 and 2006), the 
International Jānis Baltvilks Prize in children’s book 
art (2007) etc. His works were included in the  White 
Ravens List (2010) and IBBY Honour List of world 
illustration (2008).
JURISPETRASKEVICS.COM

Roberts Rūrāns
Roberts Rūrāns (1990) draws illustrations for printed 
publications, company websites or product packaging, 
and he is one of the founders of Popper magazine and 
Overpriced design studio. His works radiate humour 
and feature peculiar little creatures. Rūrāns has made 
illustrations for the Benji Knewman magazine and 
children’s poem Rudens/ Autumn by Kārlis Skalbe in 
series of Bikibuks/ Bicki-buck (Liels un mazs, 2014).
ROBERTSRURANS.COM

Vivianna Maria Staņislavska
Vivianna Maria Staņislavska (1992) is a young, 
perspective illustrator who received the Jānis Baltvilks 
Prize in the “New Growth” category in 2016. Her 
illustrations for Ieva Samauska’s poetry collection 
Skaļā klase/ The Noisy Class (Pētergailis, 2015) tastefully 
capture the emotionally and psychologically exuberant 
reality of school life. Staņislavska’s works are 
published in the magazine of comic culture kuš!, and 
she has contributed to the series of Bikibuks/ Bicki-buck 
(Liels un mazs).
FACEBOOK.COM/VIVIANNAMARIA.ART

Anna Vaivare
Anna Vaivare (1987) is an architect and illustrator 
who draws comics and illustrations, visualising even 
the most complex messages with great skill. She has 
made illustrations for two children’s books, and her 
comic strips have been published in magazines Kuš! 
and Benji Knewman, as well as exhibited in Latvia and 
internationally. In 2016, she was awarded Jānis Baltvilks 
Prize in Book Art  for illustrating Leons Briedis’ book 
of poems Saputrotā putra/ Forage for Porridge (Liels un 
mazs, 2015).
ANNAVAIVARE.LV

Māra Viška
Māra Viška (1982) is an illustrator, graphic designer 
and owner of clothing brand Lucky Me. She draws 
from nature and  seeks a story in every image, 
combining mixed techniques, naive painting style and 
witty references of popular culture. The author of 
illustrations for children’s poem Buršanās/ Witchcraft in 
Bikibuks/ BICKI-BUCK series (Liels un mazs, 2014) and 
fairytale cookbook Baltais lācis/ The White bear (Liels 
un mazs, 2017) was awarded the “Prize of Taste” in Riga 
Picture Book Quadrennial “Picture Story” (2014).
VISKA.LV

Mārtiņš Zutis
Mārtiņš Zutis (1988) is an illustrator, animator, 
graphic designer and writer. His illustrations, comics 
and animation often stand out with their unusual 
characters, word games and exact patterns that are 
turned into visual language. His works are published in 
the magazine of comic culture kuš! and Popper magazine. 
He was nominated for the International Jānis Baltvilks 
Prize, in the “New Growth” category for his début in 
children’s literature and book art in 2015 and his book 
Nenotikušais atklājums/ The Discovery That Never Was 
(Liels un mazs, 2015) was included in the annual White 
Ravens Catalogue.
MARTINSZUTIS.LV

Zane Zlemeša
Zane Zlemeša (1988) is an artist who works with 
drawing and painting in the form of visual narrative. 
Layered, textured, detailed, her illustrations are 
individually characteristic, whether depicting an 
interior, a landscape or an individual. The artist has 
invented a peculiar character for the children poem 
Negantā muša/ The Nasty Fly by Valdis Grenkovs, 
series of Bikibuks/ Bicki-buck (Liels un mazs, 2015). Her 
works have been published in such magazines as kuš!, 

Popper, Stripburger etc. She was awarded 1st prize in the 
“Body Factory” comic competition (2014) by the Pauls 
Stradins Museum and won the European Social Fund 
scholarship 2015.
ZANEZLEMESA.TUMBLR.COM

Aleksejs Naumovs
Aleksejs Naumovs (1955) is a painter, professor and 
rector of the Latvian Academy of Art since 2007. 
Spontaneous, emotional and rich in atmosphere, his 
paintings reflect the mood of an instant created by 
natural light and his illustrations render books similar 
to those on art. Naumovs’ contributions to children’s 
book illustration have earned him many awards, 
including the  special award in the competition for the 
Annual Prize for Book Publishing (2007), first prize 
in the book art competition Zelta ābele 2010, the Jānis 
Baltvilks Prize in Book Art (2011, 2014) a.o. His works 
were included in the White Ravens List (2006) and the 
IBBY Honour List of world illustration (2006, 2012).

Anita Paegle
Anita Paegle’s (1956) wonderful book illustrations have 
been captivating children’s attention for more than 
thirty years. She has illustrated over 35 books that have 
been exhibited at book fairs in Bologna, Frankfurt, 
Munich, Prague. The artist has regularly received 
acclaim and awards for her special, inimitable style. 
She was nominee of Hans Christian Andersen Award 
2012, Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award 2013 and 2014 
and has been included in the IBBY Honour List 2000. 
For her contribution to the development of children’s 
book art in Latvia, she received the Award of the Art 
Academy of Latvia 2014.
ANITAPAEGLE.COM

Reinis Pētersons
Reinis Pētersons (1981) is fast and brilliant as a rocket – 
having made his début as an illustrator in 2007, he 
was Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award nominee by 
2012, making a few outstanding animation films in 
the meantime. There is a strong backbone to his 
aesthetics that brings balance to the great diversity 
of his techniques: from traditional media as charcoal 
and ink to digital painting and drawing. The artist has 
been nominated several times for the Hans Christian 
Andersen Award, awarded the International Jānis 
Baltvilks Prize (2008, 2012), Zelta Ābele Prize and 
others. His animation films also have received acclaim 
in local and international film festivals.
REINISPETERSONS.COM
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THE “LATVIAN LITERATURE” platform was established 
in order to promote recognition of Latvian literature 
and its distribution abroad, thus ensuring international 
cooperation among publishers, literary agents, writers, 
translators, and organisations working in the fields of 
literature and publishing. We are here to provide you with 
diverse information about Latvian authors, books, our 
publishing industry and innovations within the industry.
E-mail: info@latvianliterature.lv
Facebook and Instagram /LatvianLiterature

WWW.LATVIANLITERATURE.LV

The “Latvian Literature” platform was created in a 
partnership of three chief institutions sharing the 
main functions:

THE INTERNATIONAL WRITERS AND TRANSLATORS HOUSE 
is in charge of the management and development of the 
platform, as well as Latvia’s participation in the London 
Book Fair from 2016 to 2019.
E-mail: ventspilshouse@ventspilshouse.lv

THE LATVIAN WRITERS UNION is providing grants for 
translation and publishing of Latvian literature, as well 
as hosting a mobility programme for Latvian authors and 
industry experts.
E-mail: lrs@rakstnieciba.lv

THE LATVIAN PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION ensures the 
creation of a Latvian book display stand and a literary 
programme for the annual participation in international 
book fairs in Leipzig, Bologna, Frankfurt, etc.
E-mail: lga@gramatizdeveji.lv

www.latvianliterature.lv





...we began to work on the catalogue, in which twenty well-
known Latvian writers of children’s literature were asked to 
write a chapter about a HORSE. The authors of these stories 
were then paired with twenty talented illustrators. We decided 
to do a little experiment – it is not often that authors and 
illustrators find each other by lottery. To be honest, we relied 
on the professionalism of everyone involved. If there is one art 
where it is crucial for artists to collaborate and consider the 
emotions of their counterparts, then it is the art of children’s 
book illustration.
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